SNOW PLOWABLE
Pavement Markers

Illuminate & define crosswalks, dangerous turns and roadways with ultra bright
LED flush-mount snowplowable pavement markers
US Reflector Flush Mounted LED pavement markers offer bright day
and night visibility for pedestrian and motorists.
LED markers are available in independent rechargeable solar power
and low 12 or 24 volt low tension direct wire connections for controlled lighting environments.

Independent Self Powered Solar LED Markers
LED flush-mounted Solar Powered markers illuminate and identify
crosswalks, roadways, dangerous turns and just about any application
that requires vehicle and pedestrian guidance. Maintenance free easy
to install. Delineate the road during darkness, reducing accidents
especially during fog, rain and surface spray.
LED Direct Powered Markers (Optional Solar Power)
High Power LED in ground street lighting system directs and controls
vehicles and pedestrians both day and night. Intelligent light module
activates and controls lights intensity & flashing modes. Activate lights
with movement detectors, radar detectors, fog sensors, buttons and
telecommunication. Easy to install maintenance free high intensity
pavement markers reduce accidents and save lives.
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SNOW PLOWABLE

SOLAR Markers

CHARACTERISTICS
• Flush mounted
• High intensity L.E.D.’s
• Solar powered

BENEFITS
• Automatically detect
pedestrian passage
• Brightness and flash
control

• Crosswalk and lane
visibility

Illuminate & define roadways for pedestrian and vehicle safety

US Reflector Guide Star road studs provide motorists
advanced visibility and awareness of winding roadways
and dangerous turns by providing over 30 seconds of reaction time when compared to 3.2 seconds for conventional
retro-reflective road studs at 62 mph (100 km/h). Proven
to reduce accidents and save lives by over 70%, LED road
markers are solid state and provide years of maintenance
free function ability.

BENEFITS

Unlike retro-reflective markers, LED’s increase driver
visibility in rain, fog and wet surface spray conditions where
traditional reflective road markings are less visible. Guide Star
Solar LED Illuminated road markers have built in light sensors
which automatically activate the LED’s at dusk and shut off
at sunrise ensuring the road is visible throughout the night.

APPLICATIONS:

Guide Star LED embedded studs are more robust and
durable than traditional surface mount markers providing
years of maintenance free operation reducing the costs of
continuous surface mount marker replacement.

L.E.D. Snow plowable markers are designed to be
maintenance free. In the event servicing is required,
the L. E. D. Markers have been designed for quick
and easy intervention.

Flush mounted snow plowable marker
Integrated light sensor triggers LED’s on
from approaching Vehicle head lamps.
Bright high powered L. E. D.’s have
100,000 hour life span.
Available single and double sided
Available in all colors on

Crosswalks, dangerous turns, intersections, merging
roadways, airports, parking garages, toll booths,
border and security check points, bridges and tunnels.

MAINTENANCE FREE:

Guide-Star PM

Guide-Star NLK

Single or double sided flush
mount Solar powered LED
pavement marker.

Description
Guide Star PM
Guide Star PM
Colors

Type

Burn type

Single sided
Double Sided

Sustain Burn
Sustain Burn

Single or double sided flush
mount Solar powered LED
pavement marker with oncoming light sensor for crosswalks
and dangerous turns.
Description

Type

GSPM-Color

Guide Star NLK

Single sided

Flashing

GSNLKSF-Color

GSPM-Color-Color

Guide Star NLK

Double Sided

Flashing

GSNLKDF-Color-Color

Guide Star NLK

Single sided

Light sensor

GSNLSS-Color

Guide Star NLK

Double sided

Light Sensor

GSNLSD-Color-Color

Part #

White, amber, red green, blue

Colors

Burn type

Part #

White, amber, red green, blue

SOLAR
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Guide-Star NLK Independent high power solar LED pavement markers
CHARACTERISTICS
INDEPENDENT SOLAR L.E.D snow plowable markers
are a flush mounted pavement marker that can be
used on all roads that may or not be subjected
to snow plows. Optical light bar directs L.E.D. lights up
into the direction of approaching vehicles alerting vehicles
of crosswalks, dangerous turns, intersections and
merging lanes. Use for highway exits arrows and any
other sensitive areas that require enhanced visibility.

High visibility LEDs help ensure safe driving at night.
Easy to install and maintenance-free NLK snow plowable
solar markers requires no electrical wiring. High performance capacitors along with a complete waterproof packaging ensures long-term maintenance
free performance after installation for 7 + years.
Environmentally friendly, Only clean solar energy is
used and no hazardous materials are present in the
marker.

NLK markers are constructed of heavy duty non-corrosive cover with a poly carbonate
optical lens driving the LED up and into the direction of oncoming vehicles.
Applications:
		
		
		
		
		

Installed into the road surface with core digging. Designed
to be driven over and withstand intensive and repetitive
forces. Small protuberance (1.5~5 mm) minimizes any disturbance to driver when driven over. Special optical design of the lens provides optimum visibility at long distance
and horizontal angle. (Average approach visibility 100 meters)

Dangerous turns
Intersections
Stop lights
Security points
Crosswalks
Exit ramp arrows

NLK-LS type Crosswalk markers

Built in light sensor detects oncoming vehicle
headlights triggering LEDS ‘for advance warning.

CROSSWALK FUNCTION METHOD

The NLK-LS marker will pulsate with a single repeating flash until the marker detects lights from an oncoming vehicle. Once
lights are detected, all 3 LED’s in the NLK-LS marker illuminate and flash alerting approaching motorists of a crosswalk or a
dangerous area. NLK-LS marker will return to normal flashing mode 10 seconds after the vehicle has passed over the marker(s).
NLK Markers are completely independent and do not require wires or any program to function. Ready to operate “Out of the box”
NLK Solar lights are a cost effective easy solution for flush mounted surface markings.
Description

Type

Burn type

Part #

NLK -Flash

Single sided

Flashing

GSNLK-SS-Color

NLK-Flash

Double Sided

Flashing

GSNLK-DS-Color-Color

NLK-LS

Single sided

Flash with Light sensor

GSNLk-LS-SS-Color

NLK-LS

Double sided

Flash with Light sensor

GSNLK-LS-DS-Color-Color

Colors

White, amber, red green, blue

Power

Electric double layer capacitor

Life Span

7 to 10 Years

SOLAR
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Guide-Star LS Independent high power solar LED pavement markers
Guide-Star solar flush mount pavement markers are a smart, safe and
sustainable option for providing guidance and hazard warning to drivers
during the hours of darkness, reducing accident rates by over 70%, reducing environmental impact and saving costs.
US Reflector offers a range of
solar powered road studs to
suit a wide variety of requirements, with both embedded and
surface mounted products.

INCREASED VISIBILITY
Guide-Star Solar Powered Road Studs deliver 10x
greater visibility of a road contour and have already reduced road accidents by over 70% on existing installation sites. What’s more, since they charge and activate
via natural sunlight, they don’t rely on headlight reflection.
Let’s put that into perspective. As a motorist driving at
a speed of 62 mph (100km/h), your reaction time to
scope out the road ahead is predicted to be over 30
seconds. That’s a dramatic difference compared with
conventional retro-reflective road studs which offer you
only 3.2 seconds.
Even in poor conditions (rain and fog or surface spray)
where traditional retro-reflectors and road markings are
less visible, Guide-Star LED studs illuminate and help
guide motorists safely.
Guide-Star embedded studs are also more robust and
durable than traditional road studs meaning they have
a lower overall cost than a retro-reflective road stud and
better longevity over time.
Just a few hours of daylight will provide enough battery
power to last days - more than enough to ensure the
system operates no matter how bad the weather conditions may be.
Use on:		
		
		

Dangerous turns
Intersections
Stop lights

Security points
Crosswalks
Exit ramp arrows

INSTALLATION
Installed into the road surface with core drilling. Guide
Star is designed to be driven over and withstand intensive and repetitive forces. Small protuberance (1.5~5
mm) minimizes any disturbance to driver when driven
over. Special optical design of the lens provides
optimum visibility at long distances and horizontal
angle. (Average approach visibility 100 yards) .

KEY BENEFITS
Reduce night time accidents over 70%
Whole life cost lower than traditional road studs
10 times greater visibility for drivers over traditional road
studs
Visible in adverse weather conditions
Fog, rain and surface spray
Highlight crosswalks, sharp turns, road dips & hazards

KEY FEATURES
Up to 3000 feet advanced visibility
Reliable year round performance
Total sustainable harness free solar energy
Use where street lighting is either unavailable, not
cost effective or environmentally impossible
Maintenance Free, self contained
Colors amber, red, white or green, uni or bi directional
Motorcycle and bicycle friendly
Using ultra bright LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) the projected light from each stud is ten times greater than the
visibility given by traditional retro-reflective studs, and
unlike conventional retro-reflecting road studs, Guide
Star studs do not rely on headlight efficiency to perform
effectively at speed of 60+ mph (100km/h)

Description

Type

Guide-Star V1

Single sided

Sustain burn

GSV1-Color

Guide Star V2

Double Sided

Sustain burn

GSV2-Color-Color

Colors
Life Span

Burn type

Part #

White, amber, red green, blue

7 to 10 Years

